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Home epidemic prevention Pay attention to indoor air quality

In this special period, we should not only pay attention to 

personal hand hygiene, wash hands frequently, cover our 

mouth and nose with tissue paper when sneezing or 

coughing, keep the room clean, but also maintain indoor air 

circulation.

In addition to opening windows for air ventilation, are there 

any other ways?

Academician Zhong Nanshan suggested: Air purifiers 

can be considered to use if conditions permit!



Right home air quality optimization program

Open window for air ventilation + professional air purifier

Open window for air ventilation: It can allow the 

indoor environment to form convection to ensure indoor 

air circulation and ventilation, but it cannot kill viruses 

and other harmful substances in the air;

Gree air purifier:  It can eliminate and purify viruses, 

bacteria and other harmful substances in the air in the 

house .



Indoor air sterilization 

Why do we need an air purifier after opening the window for 

ventilation?

➢ Whether it is indoor or outdoor, the air contains a lot of harmful 

substances. Opening the window is mainly to ensure indoor air 

ventilation. If you want to create a better healthy indoor 

environment, except air ventilation, you  also need to eliminate 

the virus and filter harmful substances in the air;

➢ As for the places with severe haze or poor air quality, indoor 

PM2.5 may increase when outdoor air comes into the room;

➢ In spring, there may be allergens (such as pollen) in the outdoor 

air, and susceptible people will be allergic;
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Indoor air sterilization 

Academician Li Lanjuan stated that the novel coronavirus is afraid of alcohol and high 

temperature:

1. Coronavirus will die at 56 ° C for 30 minutes;

2. Ether,75% ethanol, and chlorine-containing disinfectants can effectively inactivate the virus;

How to prevent virus?

56℃

30min



Indoor air sterilization 

Prohibit spraying much 75% alcohol in the house for air sterilization 

Li Lanjuan, an academician of the Chinese Academy of Engineering, recently announced that 75% alcohol can eliminate 

the novel coronavirus. Since then, many people began spraying with a lot of alcohol in the house, which is the wrong 

disinfection method. Yue Guojun, an academician of the Chinese Academy of Engineering, stated in an interview that 

spraying much 75% alcohol in the house for air sterilization is prohibited. If the alcohol in the air exceeds 3%, it may 

cause fire or explosion. Therefore, the alcohol in the air must be less than 3%. 

Use alcohol for air sterilization?



Safeguard air health of your family  

KXJFA300-A02

Gree air purifier KXJFA300-A02：

Sterilize and purify indoor air; 

provide a safe respiratory 

protection in this special period.



KXJFA300-B01

High temperature inactivation by

intelligent  precise temperature 

control system

CEP plasma constant efficiency 

purification technology

HEPA13 high-efficiency filtration 

CKER virus purification system
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CKER virus purification system effect

➢ Reduce  novel coronavirus in the air

The eliminate rate of novel coronavirus in the air is more than 99%

➢ Reduce coronavirus in the air

The eliminate rate of coronavirus in the air is ≥99.99%

➢ Effectively block the  virus transmission by air

Remove 97% of aerosol  at 60m3 within 55min

➢ Effectively remove all kinds of particulate matters 

100 million biological particles were removed per minute on average. 



Function

4 modes for selection

High/Mid/Low/Auto

Deoxidized Filter Replace 
reminder indicator

Tri-color lights show air quality :
Green: air quality is very good
Blue: air quality is general 
Red: air quality is bad 

HEPA Filter Replace 
reminder indicator

ON/OFF control for tri-
color light 
Filter Reset button

Power ON/OFF control button

PM2.5 digital display



Four modes 

Auto
Adjust the notch automatically 

according to the concentration of 

indoor PM2.5

Low speed
Under low mode, the noise is as low as 

33.4dB（A）

Mid speed
Reduce the virus and clean the air

High speed
Reduce the virus in the air quickly; 

noise is 58.2dB（A）



Appearance 
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Product Effect

1.Novel coronavirus test in Wuhan

The elimination of "novel coronavirus" was verified 

in the CT Examination Room of Wuhan Jinyintan 

Hospital:

After 1 hour of work, the nucleic acid content of novel

coronavirus (CT value 39) was significantly lower than 

that before purification (CT36.4), that is, the elimination

rate of virus in the air was more than 99%; so the virus 

content in the air decreased by at least 10 times,which 

indicates that the air purifier had a significant elimination

effect on novel coronavirus in the air.

CT Examination Room of Wuhan Hospital



Product Effect

2. Test results of Guangzhou Institute of Respiratory Diseases

Guangzhou Institute of Respiratory Diseases verifies the elimination effect for "coronavirus" :

By comparison, no coronavirus is detected in the experimental sample . The virus-elimination rate

for coronavirus is 99.99%. 



Product Effect

3.Test result of Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Verify the removal effect for "all kinds of particulate matters" (including fine particles)

The total number concentration of particles with aerodynamic diameter of 20~700nm in a confined space of 60.6m3 is 

decreased from 2,828.3 particles/cm3 to 84.5 particles/cm3 within 55min. 50 particles/cm3 aerosol particles are removed 

per minute on average.

4.Test result of Beijing Dingblue Technology company

Verify the removal effect of "bioaerosol"

The concentration of biological particles (> 1 micron) in a confined space of 35m3 was decreased from 1.5x 100,000 /L to 

zero within 4.4min. 100 million biological particles are removed per minute on average.
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Novel coronavirus structure:

Protein + genetic material

The researchers found that the S protein on the 

envelope of the coronavirus plays a key role in 

virus recognition and invasion.

Eliminate  the virus by high 

temperature of 56℃
continuously and  completely 

block and reduced the novel

coronavirus in the air

Technical requirements for eliminating novel coronavirus



The technology uses corona discharge to 

produce plasma, which destroys bacteria and 

viruses and inactivates them. The inactive 

bacteria and viral debris are collected together

The First Safeguard: CEP Plasma Constant Efficiency Purification Technology

Initial filter
Filtrate hair, scurf 
of human and 
animal, coarse 
particles, etc.

Generation pole
Plasma is formed and ion 
wind is generated kill or 
decompose harmful 
substances, e.g. bacteria; 
charge the particles to collect 
and absorb them

Collection pole
Collect harmful 
substance, e.g. dust, 
dead bacteria.

Ozone 
revivification 

screen
Revivify the residual 

ozne into fresh air.

Frech air



The second safeguard：HEPA13 filter, with high-efficiency filtration

HEPA13 filter:

Filtration efficiency of HEPA13 filter ≥99.95%

KXJFA300-B01 adopts H13 filter



The third safeguard: high temperature inactivation by smart precise 
temperature control system

Gree's self-developed smart temperature control 

system can accurately control the temperature, 

keeping the surface of the filter at a high temperature 

of above 56 ° C, and eliminated the novel 

coronavirus .

56℃

The intelligent temperature control system independently developed by Gree can accurately  and precisely 

control the temperature, so that the surface of the filter can maintain the temperature above 56 ℃, which can 

eliminate the novel coronavirus and prevent the secondary pollution.



Effect -CEP Plasma Virus-prevention Report

Prevent virus:  prevent 100% of H1N1 influenza virus; prevent 99.99% of EV71 hand-foot-mouth virus;

prevent  99.99% of HSV herpes simplex virus; prevent 99.9% of coxsackie virus;



The degeratization rate of CEP plasma was 99.7% for natural bacteria in air and 99.9% for 

staphylococcus albicans

Effect-CEP Plasma Sterilization Report



Model KXJFA300-A02

Main function

1. Effectively reduce the novel coronavirus in the air;

2. Effectively  reduce coronavirus in the air;

3. Block the transmission of the virus;

4. Removal bioaerosol: remove 50 /cm3 aerosol particles per minute on 

average;

5. Remove particulate matters: remove 10 million biological particles per 

minute on average.

Main technology Efficient plasma filtration and collaborative heat treatment technology

Particulate matters CADR 301m³/h
Particulate matters 

CCM
P4

Noise 34-59dB

Rated input power

(air purification)
58W Maximum input power 1920W

Applicable areas 21-36㎡ Applicable space 50-86m³

Product dimension 370×423×1273mm Package dimension 553x493x1408mm

Net Weight 36.6kg Gross Weight 42.5kg

Loading Quantity 20GP:84;    40GP:153;   40’HQ:182

Product parameters 



Main 

performance 

1. Prevent a variety of viruses :

（1）Eliminate 100% of H1N1 virus;

（2）Eliminate 99.99% of EV71 virus

2.Surface disinfection:

（1）Eliminate 99.99% of herpes simplex virus HSV;

（2）Eliminate 99.79% of coxsackie virus 

3. On-site and simulated on-site disinfection tests are

qualified 

（1）When the product is turned on for 60min in a room, 

the elimination rate of natural bacteria in the air is ≥90%;

（2）When the product is turned on for 60min in a 

simulated field, the elimination rate of staphylococcus alba 

is ≥99.90%.
Main 

parameters

Three-layer structure: primary filter ×1, 

occurring pole ×2, collector ×3

Voltage: 18 kv

Tungsten wire diameter: 0.1mm

Ozone: ≤15ppb (24h)

CEP Plasma Module Parameters



H13 high-efficiency filter parameters

Main parameters 

Filtration grade: H13

EU EN1882 standard: 0.3μm efficiency >99.97%

There are various grades for HEPA filter. In general, the air purifier adopts H11 or H12 filter. 



Application scene —family
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Operation and maintenance 

First operation

Check the drawer

There’s a position detection device at the rear side of 

drawer;

the air purifier can operate normally only when the 

drawer is installed in place.

Replace filter

The unit must be turned on for consecutive 4h before 

replacing the filter. Pull out the power

And then replace the filter. 

HEPA filter and ozone deoxidized filter can be washed. 

Please go to the designated service provider or 

customer service center to purchase them for 

replacement. 

HEPA filter 

Ozone deoxidized filter



Clean and maintenance 

1.Unplug the power cord, open the 

panel and then pull out the drawer one 

by one to take out the purification 

parts (refer to the section of clean and 

maintenance in the Instruction Manual 

for detailed procedures). 

2.Clean the inner side of drawer: 

use a soft wet cloth to clean the 

inner side of drawer and then dry it  

(or use hair dyer) to make sure it’s 

dried completely. 

3.Clean the purification parts: Clean the 

purification parts and then dry it 

completely (refer to the section of clean 

and maintenance in the Instruction 

Manual for detailed procedures).

4. After cleaning, put back the 

purification parts at the corresponding 

drawer, and then push these three 

drawers one by one into the main unit 

well. Now, clean and maintenance is 

finished. 5.Close the panel, connect the power 

again and press ON/OFF button to turn 

on the unit. 

Inner side of drawer 

Standard collector 

Standard  generator

High-density filter 

Standard collector 

Standard collector 

Standard  generator

Operation and maintenance 



Gree, Caring for Your Health
THE   END     


